So you work with Defence?
Do you have security on–site?
What exactly do you do there?
Who in Defence do you work with?

Foreign spies are targeting Australia’s defence industry.
The information you hold is valuable to foreign spies. They will steal
Australia’s defence-related research, development and product designs to
manufacture their own versions for profit, and to gain military advantage.
If you see something suspicious or are approached by a ‘prying mind’,
in person or online, report your concerns to the Notifiable Incidents
Threats or Reportable Observations portal (NITRO). NITRO is ASIO’s
secure internet portal to report concerns about espionage,
insider threats or foreign interference.

Secure what you know with NITRO

For more information on how these incidents
may look or feel, or to make a report, visit

nitro.asio.gov.au

Be aware Be discreet Be responsible
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